Versatile Data Support: VIPER embraces diversity in data, handling a wide variety from transportation and space science to environmental, demographic, and more.

Interconnected Visualizations: VIPER enables seamless correlations between disparate datasets. With data values filterable directly on the map, you can easily visualize intersections and relationships within your data.

No matter where your data originates, VIPER has you covered—even if the locations are extraterrestrial!

Upload your own data to display on the map, or create graphs and charts to share custom visualizations.
Take your business to the next level with VIPER – a toolset developed to bridge technology gaps, making data analytics accessible and proficient.

CUSTOMIZABLE
Your data visualized your way. Customizable maps for your datasets, even if your locations are on the moon! With VIPER, you can view changes in your datasets over time.

EXPLORE
View your datasets on a common map and filter the values. Explore data correlations, extract insights, and drive strategic decisions efficiently with VIPER.

We welcome your inquiries. For more information, please contact:

Lynne Randolph • 210.522.3386 • lynne.randolph@swri.org